
Paul Volponi
Miles' move to New Orleans
isn't what he expected, when
Hurricane Katrina strikes and
he is forced to move into the
Superdome with his father,
the bond between them
grows as they ride out the
storm.

Alone in the Woods Beauty Queens

AshfallLast Survivors Series

Into the Volcano

Two Degrees

Wildfire

While their parents are away
doing research, brothers Duffy
and Sumo Pugg go with their
cousin, Mister Come-and-Go, to
Kokalaha Island, where they
meet Aunt Lulu and become
trapped in an erupting volcano.

After the eruption of the
Yellowstone super-volcano
destroys everything, Alex
journeys from Iowa to Illinois to
find his family, adapting to a
new world where the old rules
no longer apply. Books: Darla's
Story, Ashfall, Ashen Winter, and
Sunrise.

When a plane crash strands 13
beauty contestants on an
island, they struggle to survive,

get along, combat the island's
other occupants, and learn
their dance numbers in case
they are rescued before the
competition.

Rising eighth-graders
Jocelyn and Alex, former
best friends forced together
on a family vacation, must
cooperate to survive when
they get lost in the
Wisconsin Northwoods.

When a meteor hits the
moon, Miranda & her friends
& family struggle to survive
the unimaginable. Books: Life
As We Knew It, The Dead and
the Gone, This World We Live
In, and The Shade of the
Moon.

Flames race toward camp as
evacuation buses are loading,
but Sam runs back for his
phone. A flash of heat blasts
him as trees explode and a
wall of fire separates him from
his bus. There's only one thing
to do: Run for his life.

When three children endure
separate climate change
disasters-a wildfire, a close
encounter with a polar bear,
and a massive hurricane -they
emerge from their experiences
committed to changing the
world.
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Alan Gratz
Hurricane Song

The groundbreaking speeches
of Greta Thunberg, the young
climate activist who has
become the voice of a
generation, including her
historic address to the United
Nations

Greta Thunberg

No One is too Small to
Make a Difference

A history of humans'
understanding of Earth, our
impact on it, and the steps we
must take to save countless
species—including our own.

Katie Coppins
Earth Will Survive*

Story of More
Hope Jahren
Explore the consequences of
climate change resulting from
consumption habits. The links
between our habits and
endangered existence are real,
with consequences leading to a
crossroads of survival and
extinction.



Chase and his father are "storm
runners," racing across the
country in pursuit of
hurricanes, tornadoes, and
floods. Anywhere bad weather
strikes, they are not far behind.
Books: Storm Runners, Surge,
and Eruption.

Storm Runners Series

Canyon's Edge

A year after the death of her
mother in a restaurant
shooting, Nora is left
struggling to stay alive when
a climbing trip with her
father goes terribly wrong.

The Trail

Global

96 Miles

Dog Driven

Blood Mountain

Everest Series

Be Not Far From Me

Small Spaces

Storm Blown

Toby's determined to hike the
trail without his best friend
Lucas and fulfil their pact. But
when a storm comes, Toby
finds himself tangled up in
someone else's mess: Two boys
need his help. Does Toby have
any help to give?

Told in alternating voices,
12-year-old Sami, from a village
along the Bay of Bengal, and
14-year-old Yuki, from Northern
Canada, strive to protect their
homes from the encroaching
damage brought on by climate
change.

During a massive blackout in
rural Nevada, two brothers
struggle to survive without their
self-reliance-obsessed dad and
without enough water cross the
desert for help.

From the author of Ice Dogs,
comes a riveting adventure about
a musher who sets out to prove
her impaired vision won't hold
her back from competing in a
rigorous sled race through the
Canadian wilderness.

Thirteen-year-old Grace and
her eleven-year-old brother
Carter are watched by a
mountain man when they get
lost during a strenuous hike on
Blood Mountain.

Everest. The ultimate climb. The
greatest of risks. Four kids are
on a quest to become the
youngest climber to reach the
top. But their ascent is not easy.
The conditions are harsh. The
competition is harsher. Books:
Contest, Climb, and Summit

Lost in the Great Smoky
Mountains, rising high school
senior Ashley Hawkins must
fight for survival without any
tools, growing in awareness
that the world isn't tame, and
neither are people.

After eleven-year-old Ollie's
school bus mysteriously
breaks down on a field trip,
she has to take a trip through
scary woods, and must use all
of her wits to survive. She
must stick to small spaces

In San Juan, Alejandro
worries about his great-uncle
while helping guests at a
resort, and in New Orleans,
Emily worries about her sick
brother, as a major hurricane
rages, changing both their
lives forever.
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Dry
Neal Shusterman
When the California
drought escalates to
catastrophic proportions,
Alyssa is forced to make life
and death decisions for her
family if she and her brother
are to survive.


